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Great addition to your workshop for 
deciphering error codes/data and 

providing you with valuable solutions 
to automotive problems. There is not 

much this tool can’t do!

Specifically designed to be fitted on a wall or on a car lift, the vertical 
GYSFLASH 102.12 is a very powerful inverter battery charger able to 

supply up to 100A.. The GYSFLASH 102.12 will keep the battery’s voltage 
perfectly stable at 12V during the diagnostic phases

New Zealand's leading
diagnostic and training 

Company.



The balancing machine for the professional tire specialist. 
The BRIGHT HAWK is a compact motor-driven balancer and is 
equipped with a 40mm balance shaft, 4 cones (45-155mm) quick nut 
with a plastic cover and rubber ring to protect the rim, balance pliers, 
and a 50 gram wheel weight for self-calibration. The machine comes 
with a space-saving wheel guard and is suitable for passenger car 
wheels, vans, caravan/trailer wheels, and also for motorcycles (with 
correct accessories). The BRIGHT HAWK has an automatic 
measurement reading arm, rim width gauge, and brake that tops at 
the point where the wheel weight should be placed. The results are 
displayed on the LED display (USB port) which is equipped with 
modern reliable Italian software and measurement technology. 

Fully automatic pro LED computer wheel balancer

Professional Tyre Changer

Outside clamp 10” - 20” inch

Inside clamp 12” - 24” inch

Max. wheel diameter 1120 mm

Tyre width 3” - 13” inch

Turntable rotation speed 6,5 rpm - 13 rpm

Turntable ram cylinder 
diameter

80 mm

Working air pressure 8 - 10 bar

Bead breaker force 2500 kg

Power supply voltage

Power 0.75 - 1.1kW

Bead bazooka

$595 + GST

$3995 + GST

$2995 + GST

$6995 + GST
6month interest free 

T&C apply

Pro Tyre Changer

+

Balancer

(Bazooka not included within combo deal)
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 Fast and precise testing of brake performance

 Testing speed 5-10kmh 

 Brake force testing range 0-900n

 Optional ramps for surface mounting

 On-screen calibration certificate

 Maximum test load 3 tonne



The Winntec Smart Cart is the best way to transport heavy tires and 

wheels around the shop. With its spring-loaded arms and no foot 

pedals, grabbing and releasing tire stacks couldn’t be easier.

HOW THE SMART CART Y471147HD WORKS:

1.Simply push the Smart Cart toward the stack of tires and watch as 

the spring-action arms grasp the tires without the need for 

cumbersome pedals, levers, or gas springs.

2.Tip the Smart Cart toward you – note the tilting-action. This allows 

for less stress on the technician.

3.Use the Push / Pull Handle to remove the cart from the tire stack.

The Winntec Smart Cart $895 + GST

Smart Disc
The Smart Disc guarantees extra mobility and flexibility during tire servicing. The robust 

discs are fitted with casters so that they can easily transport tires and wheel assemblies 

quickly and efficiently. It also works with the Winntec Smart Cart so that entire sets of tires 

and wheels can be moved across the workshop to a warehouse or even over rough 

terrain.

•Designed to handle over 350lbs.

•Move wheel assemblies with ease.

•Avoid injuries from unnecessary lifting.

•Create a unique showroom display.

MIG M1 GYS AUTO EQUIPE
The T1 GYS three-phase MIG welding machine, manufactured 

by GYS. This machine is ideal to use for welding steel, 

stainless steel, and aluminium. In addition, it is applicable for 

MTG brazing of high-tensile strength steels having CuSi and 

CuAl wires. $2295 + GST

PLASMA CUTTER EASYCUT 40

Ultra compact (8 kg), the EASYCUT 40 is a plasma cutter with 

a HF free starting voltage, perfect for cutting all types of metal 

up to 15 mm thick. With a power output of 40 A, it excels in 

precision cutting at low intensity. Ideal for use in workshop or 

car body shop, the EASYCUT 40 has great portability and 

cutting performance.

$1795 + GST



GYSFLASH 12.12
The GYSFLASH 12.12 is specifically designed to charge 

all types of 12V batteries such as cars, utility vehicles, 

motor homes or trucks. It features an 8 steps intelligent 

charging curve for an optimal charge; as well as a ‘Supply’ 
mode to support and maintain showroom vehicle batteries

Also available in 4A, 6A, 8A and 12A

From $189 + GST

1A $159 + GST
6A $189 + GST

GYSFLASH 1.12 Lithium
The GYSFLASH 1.12 Lithium charger is an 

advanced device specifically designed to 

recharge and maintain 12 V Lithium Iron 

Phosphate (LiFePO4) batteries.

It has a unique 8-step charging curve with EBS 

technology for fast and safe charging.

Ideal for Cars 
& motorbikes

GYSFLASH100-12
GYSFLASH 100-12 HF is a 100A high power stabilised supply 

incorporating Inverter technology with 5 functions : • Battery 

support: sustains 12V (liquid or gel) automotive battery during 

diagnostic work • Advance battery charger: ensures an ideal 

charging cycle for battery maintenance for the most modern 
vehicle

$1395 + GST

GYSFLASH121-12 $2795 + GST
The GYSFLASH 121.12 CNT FV is a 120 A high power 

CONNECTED charger with inverter technology. It allows to 

keep a 12 V lead or lithium battery at a perfectly stabilized 

voltage during the diagnostic phases. It will deliver the best 

charging cycle recommended for the maintenance of the most 

advanced vehicles on the market. Its USB connectivity makes 

it 100% customizable.

Diag Startium 60-24
The DIAG-STARTIUM 60-24 is a 3 in 1 

advanced battery Charger, Starter, and 

Battery Support Unit that will satisfy all 

the needs of the modern workshop.

$1495 + GST



Our Carbon Cleaning Machine provides the 
highest quality engine detox. It uses the latest 
hydrogen technology to remove the carbon build 
up that accumulates in all engines overtime.

The Carbon Cleaning Machine provides a 

stress free service with no dismantling of 

parts or the use of harmful chemicals, 

anyone can use it!

Carbon cleaning machine

We also have available for trucks/heavy 
duty engines 6 to 12 litre Ask about

the EP530PRO Carbon cleaning machine

G7 Carbon cleaning machine

Its a very easy to use machine! It runs on 240v mains power or can be used on a 
1000 watt inverter and then connected to the car battery. Simply start the car 

(engine will need to warm - normal operating temperature) and connect the hose 
to the air intake. You may need to undo a cir-clip or band in order for the hose to 

slip into the air intake. After approx. 30-60mins (Vehicle engine size dependant) the 
carbon clean cycle is completed. You will notice during the cleaning cycle that the 
engine will quieten down and when you take it for a test drive it will have restored 
some BHP. So you will notice the vehicle pick up. But overall you will have better 

MPG, emissions, better acceleration, smoother ride and a healthy running engine!

$2495 + GST

P.O.A

-More Responsive 

-Lower Emissions 

-Potential Fuel Savings -Smoother Performance

-Restored Power -Enhanced Driving Experience 

-Less Vibrations -Restored Torque

www.choiceandsolutions.co.nz
021762766
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Best practice as performed by many OEM is 
to clean the intake manifold on the bench, 

walnut blast the backs of the valves and 
hydrogen clean the combustion area....for 

best results!
This new designed unit with a two stage 

recovery vacuum motor enables easy walnut 
blasting with its two size nozzles.

*240volt and compressed air required.

Walnut blasting machine

Walnut blasting machine, this unit is for blasting the 

back of the valves after removing the intake 

manifold. To use additive in an intake means 

debris, carbon and sludge are washed into the 

combustion area past the valves and into the 

engine, exhaust and catalytic converter if fitted... not 

an ideal result.

$1295 + GST

Walnut blasting machine
And a G7 Carbon cleaning machine

$3595+GST
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* Manual recharging with jar via the auxiliary port

* Maintenance message code display

* Maintenance procedures

* Data printing

* Database

* Electric scale calibration

* Parameter setting

Car air conditioning recycling systems

Car air conditioning recycling systems deliver a 

profitable and productive solution for your 

workshop. Get your Workshop ready for the 

start of Summer and start increasing your 

turnover NOW!

* Automatic flushing

* Automatic recovering/recycling

* Automatic /manual used oil drain

* Automatic vacuum

* Automatic /manual new oil injection

* Automatic recharging with load cell

* Manual recharging with jar via the auxiliary port

* Maintenance message code display

* Maintenance procedures

* Data printing

* Database

* Electric scale calibration

* Parameter setting

$3850 + GST

* Manual recharging with jar via the auxiliary port

* Maintenance message code display

* Maintenance procedures

* Data printing

* Database

* Electric scale calibration

* Parameter setting

* Manual recharging with jar via the auxiliary port

* Maintenance message code display

* Maintenance procedures

* Data printing

* Database

* Electric scale calibration

* Parameter setting

Hanatech leak detector 

FREE 

Easy intake valve

A well proven unit. Ask for a 

demonstration today. IT JUST WORKS!

Recommended by the top automotive 

testers as the first tool the ‘go to’

Unstable idling, poor drivability, bad fuel 

economy, leak codes?

It will help you to pin point the exact 

location of the leak within a few minutes: 

Work efficiently, be cost effective.

Save hours of wasted labour time. $1795 + GST

SMOKE PRO® AIR COMPLETE™

Simply the most technologically advanced smoke 

machine, Air Complete™ comes with its own on-board 

micro air compressor, eliminating the need for air lines or 

gas tanks. Whether a repair job is across the service bay 

or across town, Air Complete™ lets you go where the work 

is! $2495 + GST
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Colours not to your liking? Get it 

wrapped!  Check out McIndoe 

logging and Village European’s 

looking very sharp!
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2 Channel Standard 

Kit includes:
1 20 A/60 A AC/DC current 

clamp

1 Standard (ATC) fuse extension 

lead

1 10:1 attenuator

2 Flexible back-pinning probe 

(red)

1 Multimeter probe (black)

1 Small crocodile/gator clip (red)

1 Shrouded to Unshrouded 

Adapter (red)

1 USB cable 1.8m

1 Carry case

1 200 A/2000 A AC/DC current 

clamp1 Mini (ATC) fuse 

extension lead

1 Secondary ignition pickup

2 Flexible back-pinning probe 

(black)

1 Multimeter probe (red)

1 Battery Clip (Red)

1 Secondary Ignition Pickup 

(automotive test lead)

1 Automotive software CD-ROM

2 Premium test leads

1 COP and signal probe

1 Back-pinning probe set

1 S–hook

1 Small crocodile/gator clip 

(black)

1 Battery Clip (black)

1 HT extension test lead

1 Automotive Quick Start 

Guide

4 Channel Standard 

Kit includes:

1 20 A/60 A AC/DC current clamp

1 Standard (ATC) fuse extension 

lead

2 10:1 attenuator

4 Flexible back-pinning probe 

(red)

2 Multimeter probe (black)

2 Small crocodile/gator clip (red)

4 Shrouded to Unshrouded 

Adapter (red)

1 USB cable 1.8m

1 Carry case 1 200 A/2000 A 

AC/DC current clamp

1 Mini (ATC) fuse extension lead 

2 Secondary ignition pickup

4 Flexible back-pinning probe 

(black)

2 Multimeter probe (red)

2 Battery Clip (Red)

2 Secondary Ignition Pickup 

(automotive test lead)

1 Automotive software CD-ROM

4 Premium test leads

1 COP and signal probe

1 Back-pinning probe set

1 S–hook

2 Small crocodile/gator clip 

(black)

2 Battery Clip (black)

1 HT extension test lead

1 Automotive Quick Start 

guide

With the unparalleled resolution and 

accuracy of the WPS500X Automotive 

Pressure Transducer you can perform 

quick and accurate pressure analysis of 
many automotive systems.

The CAN Test Box gives you easy 

access to the 16 pins of the 

diagnostic connector that is fitted to 

all modern vehicles.
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Complete Complex Vehicle Repairs 

with Ease

•Comprehensive Diagnostics with OEM 

Licensing

•OEM-trained Remote Expert 

Guidance

•Built-in Remote Programming & 

Coding

Our DrivePRO platform allows us to 

see what you see from our Tech 

Support Centre in real-time

Complex repairs and module 

replacement made possible with live 

access to our OEM-trained Master 

Technicians.

Talk directly to our software engineers 

and benefit from real-time updates.

Enhanced Diagnostics

Autologic’s industry-leading diagnostic 

software makes for fast and reliable 

fault identification.
Enhanced functionalities include:
 Fault read/clear
 Global fault read/clear
 Printable vehicle fault report
 Service interval reset
 Live data and actuations
 Electronic brake pad replacement
 Diesel particulate filter DPF reset
 Selective catalytic reduction SCR reset
 Steering angle calibration
 Ride height calibration
 Engine adaptation reset
 Key coding and remote adaptation
 Technical help files
 Flash Programming & Coding
 Code and program new parts using:
 On-board Autologic diagnostic software

Enquire for price
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BRAND COVERAGE

ACURA GM LEXUS RENAULT
AUDI HONDA MAZDA SCION
BMW HYUNDAI MERCEDES-BENZ SEAT
CHRYSLER INFINITI MINI SKODA
CITROEN JAGUAR MITSUBISHI TOYOTA
DACIA JEEP NISSAN VOLKSWAGEN
DODGE KIA PEUGEOT VOLVO
FORD LAND ROVER PORSCHE

HARDWARE FEATURES:

•Windows 10 platform with capacitive touch-screen and dual-core processor
•Fully integrated SAE J2534 CardDAQ-Plus 3 interface with DoIP
•IP-Rated and built for harsh shop environment
•Hand grips for use and operation
•Built-in microphone, speakers, and dual front (2MP) and rear (5MP) cameras 
for remote support
•Wi-Fi (802/g//n) and Bluetooth (4.0) connectivity
•Rubberised kickstand and touch-stylus
•Internal rechargeable battery and power adapter


